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Abstract
People have foveated vision and thus are generally able to attend to just a single object
within their field of view at a time. Our goal is to learn a model that can automatically
identify which object is being attended, given a person’s field of view captured by a first
person camera. This problem is different from traditional salient object detection because
our goal is not to identify all of the salient objects in the scene, but to identify the single
object to which the camera wearer is attending. We present a model that learns based on
very weak supervision, with just annotations of the label of the class that is attended in
each frame, without bounding boxes or other spatial location information. We show that
by learning disentangled representations for localization and classification, our model
can effectively localize novel attended objects that were never seen during training. We
propose a multi-stage knowledge distillation strategy to train our generalized localizer
model. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to explore the problem of
learning generalized attended object localization models in egocentric views under weak
supervision.

1

Introduction

Camera-enabled wearable devices may soon transform the way people interact with technology. The cameras on these devices can capture people’s visual fields on a moment-by-moment
basis as they go about their lives. Video from this first-person, egocentric point of view provides a unique perspective of the visual world that is inherently human-centric, giving a level
of detail and ubiquity that often exceeds what is possible from environmental, third-person
cameras.
It is well known that people have foveated visual systems with high resolution only
at one small gaze point (of about 2 degrees [8]) at the center of their field of view. This
means that people generally can only pay attention to one object or scene element at a time.
Identifying which object is attended or will be attended is of key importance in many firstperson computer vision applications, because attention reveals information about the user’s
c 2020. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: In these images of people’s field of views recorded from head-mounted cameras,
which objects are they gazing at? We learn a model that can localize the attended object in a
cluttered egocentric view, even if the attended object was never seen before in the training
data. For example, in the test image, the attended object is the “Purple Box”, which was never
attended in the training dataset, but our model can still localize it as the attended object. To
do this, during training we only use class-label supervision of the attended object — not a
bounding box or other location information.

activities and intentions on a moment-by-moment basis, without requiring conscious effort.
Because of the unique properties of egocentric video, however, estimating attention within
the field of view (and without a gaze tracker) is a challenging problem: egocentric views are
highly dynamic, with cluttered scenes full of objects from unusual perspectives (Figure 1).
To solve this problem, a system needs to jointly solve two fundamental, inter-related tasks:
(1) the “where” problem — which part of the egocentric view the wearer is currently paying
attention to, and (2) the “what” problem — which object is being attended. A straightforward
solution would be to solve each of these tasks using supervised learning, first training a model
to estimate the gaze point based on many labeled training frames, and then training a model to
detect and localize all objects in the field of view. More sophisticated approaches [28] could
learn joint models to solve both problems simultaneously. But these supervised approaches
have two fundamental limitations: (1) they require labeled training data (e.g., with bounding
boxes around all objects), which is extremely labor intensive to collect, and (2) they assume
that no novel objects — i.e., ones not seen at training time — will ever be attended.
In this paper, we seek to learn a model that, given an egocentric video frame, localizes
the object that the camera wearer is visually attending even if the object was not seen at
training time. We also require only very weak supervision: instead of gaze points and/or
object bounding boxes, we simply require, for each training frame, the label (identity) of the
object that is visually attended. Thus our learning procedure has to find regularities in the
training data to estimate “what” and “where” given only information about “what,” and with
no spatial information about where the object is located or what it looks like. But we show
that an advantage to this approach is that the resulting models are more general: they are able
to estimate the location and spatial extent of novel attended objects. Of course, for novel
objects, the model will obviously not be able to correctly estimate “what,” but we nevertheless
expect it to be able to estimate “where.”
In more detail, we propose a modular network with two completely separate parts, i.e. a
localizer for solving “where,” and a classifier for solving “what.” Our localizer network first
locates the attended region, and then the classifier network identifies the object present in that
particular location. By doing so, we essentially disentangle the “where” and “what” problems
so that our localizer can find the attention region regardless of the object class present in that
region. But training the disentangled model is non-trivial as both the localizer and classifier
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Figure 2: Training a localizer network to first locate the attended region and then learn a
separate classifier to recognize the object in that region using only the class label can cause
ambiguities for both networks. Here in these two input images, the attended objects are the
“bed” and the “blue car” respectively but the localizer is looking at the wrong objects i.e.,
“doll” in both cases. Thus the classifier will get confusing information about the appearance of
all three objects and will fail to learn properly which in turn, hurts the localization predictions
of the localizer. In contrast, we use knowledge distillation to pretrain the localizer using the
same class label supervision, which can help to reduce the initial localization errors.
depend on each other, which makes optimizing these networks a chicken-and-egg problem
(Figure 2). Thus to train the disentangled generalized localizer, we follow the widely used
concept of knowledge distillation [11] where the learning of a student model is guided by
another teacher model. Our teacher model is a regular weakly supervised object localization
(WSL) model which uses a single feature representation for solving both the “where” and
“what” problems. This model can localize training objects very well but performs poorly
for unseen attended objects. We then use this teacher model to initialize our generalized
localizer network for class-agnostic attended object localization. Finally, we train our full
network (consisting of both the classifier and the pre-trained localizer) end-to-end using only
the classification loss. We show that a localizer that exploits temporal information performs
significantly better than a single CNN-based localizer network using only the current frame
to locate the attended region.
We believe that the generalized attended object localization problem is interesting from
both theoretical and practical perspectives. From a cognitive perspective, studying learning
systems of this type is interesting because it mimics, in a general sense, the type of learning
under weak supervision that human toddlers must do as they learn the words for new objects
in cluttered scenes. From a practical technology perspective, this ability to learn from
weak supervision and to generalize to new environments will be of significant importance
in enabling augmented reality and other camera-enabled devices to operate in challenging
real-world environments.

2

Related Work

We briefly discuss relevant previous works on active object recognition, eye-gaze (attention)
localization, and weakly-supervised saliency prediction. Our work is also reminiscent of early
computer vision work in foveated vision systems [2, 4, 6].
Active Object. Pirsiavash et al. [20] distinguished between active and non-active objects
from egocentric videos. Zhou and colleagues proposed a cascade neural network to predict
hand segmentation maps and active objects [29]. A spatio-temporal binning approach is
proposed in the work of McCandless and Grauman [19] to localize manipulated objects.
Zhang et al. [28] predicted the bounding box of the currently attended object by using a
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modified SSD [18] network and utilizing both spatial and temporal information. But all of
these papers require strong supervision while learning to localize active objects, whereas
we use only the attended object’s class label (without bounding boxes or other location
information).
Eye Gaze. Yamada et al. [24] combined bottom-up saliency with head motion to predict
eye gaze location. Generative Adversarial Networks and 3D-CNNs were explored by Zhang
et al. [26] to predict gaze location on future frames. Zhang et al. [27] used a two-stage 3D
CNN to generate coarse attention maps and then refine them to predict eye gaze location.
However, none of these works explored the relationship between attended object class and
eye gaze location under a very weak supervision – i.e., instead of requiring gaze points and/or
object bounding boxes, only exploiting the label of the attended object.
Weakly Supervised Saliency Prediction. Wang et al. [23] proposed a two-stage training
strategy for training a saliency prediction model with only class label supervision. Hsu et
al. [13] proposed a similar strategy to learn to generate foreground-background maps using
only salient object class label supervision. Zeng et al. [25] used both class labels and captions
to produce saliency maps. Unlike these approaches which considered all salient objects as
foreground, we must localize the single object that the camera wearer is attending among all
objects in cluttered first-person views.

3

Our Approach

Our approach trains the generalized Localizer network L in three stages: (1) training a
teacher weakly-supervised object localization (WSL) model, (2) propagating the localization
knowledge from the teacher model to the generalized localizer L, and (3) further training
the localizer L using a separate classifier network C for better, more general, attended object
localization. Figure 3 depicts the three training stages along with our complete model.

3.1

Stage I: Training the Specialized WSL Network

In the first stage, we train a regular weakly supervised object localization (WSL) model. We
use WildCat [7] in our implementation, but any WSL model could be used as long as it only
uses class label supervision for training, and produces class activation maps for the predicted
object class. The class activation map of the predicted object class can be used to find the
location of the attended object. To correctly predict the attended object class, the WSL model
needs to activate the region of the attended object while suppressing activations for the other
objects in view. This implies the WSL model needs to solve both the “where” and “what”
problems for accurate prediction. Since the localizer and classifier are entangled in the WSL
model, its localizer gets more direct supervision during training compared to our disentangled
localizer L (Figure 3). As a result, the WSL model can learn the locations and appearances of
the specific attended objects present in the training set with less ambiguity compared to our
disentangled model. We train the WSL model using a cross-entropy loss as follows:
lossstage1 = −

1 N
∑ ∑ I[Y i = j] log Pji ,
N i=1
j∈p

(1)

where Y i is the ground truth attended object class label for instance i, p is the set of the training
classes, and Pi is the softmax probability scores generated after global average pooling of the
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Figure 3: We train our generalized attended object localization model (L) in three stages.
Stage I trains an existing Weakly Supervised Localization (WSL) model using only the class
label supervision. In Stage II, the WSL model works as a guide to initialize the localizer
network L of our model. The <Cx , Cy > and <µx , µy > are the predicted attended object location
centers from the WSL model and our generalized localizer model L, respectively. In Stage
III, both the classifier (consisting of feature extractor (E) and predictor (P)) and the localizer
networks are trained using only class label supervision.
class activation maps produced by WSL. I[.] is an indicator function that produces 1 for true
and 0 for false argument. Although WildCat is not specifically designed for locating attended
objects from the egocentric view, we found that it could learn to often successfully localize
the attended object region, presumably cueing on regularities about objects that tend to be
attended – the largest in view, most center in view, closest to the hand, etc.

3.2

Stage II: Knowledge Distillation To The Generalized Localizer

As the classifier and the localizer are tightly bound together in the WSL model, they fail to
localize attended objects that were not seen in the training data. We thus only use the WSL
model as a teacher to help guide our generalized localizer network L. We consider the center
of mass of the class activation map generated by the WSL model for the predicted object class
as the position of the attended object. Let us denote the 2D location of the center as <Cx , Cy >.
In the second stage of our training, we consider <Cx , Cy > as pseudo ground truth and we
use them to pre-train our generalized localizer network L. The localizer network consists
of two separate I3D networks [5] for optical flow and RGB inputs, each pretrained on
Kinetics [15]. It takes a sequence of RGB frames and its corresponding optical flows, and
then computes an attention map for the attended object in the middle (current) frame. This
way, the network sees both the past and future frames while predicting the location of the
attended object in the current frame.
Let s1 ∈ RT ×H×W ×3 and s2 ∈ RT ×H×W ×2 be T frames of RGB and optical flow, respectively. After we pass s1 and s2 through the localizer network, we extract two attention maps
lrgb ∈ Rh×w and l f low ∈ Rh×w . Each attention map is generated by first passing the last convolutional feature of the corresponding I3D network through a 3D convolution layer to reduce
the number of channels to one. Temporal pooling is then applied on the final feature map to
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convert it to a 2D attention map. We fuse these two feature maps using a summation, l = lrgb
+ l f low . This fused feature map l is used as the final location map of the our localizer network,
which we then upscale to H ×W using bilinear interpolation. We apply a 2D Softmax on l to
generate attention map α and then follow a similar approach as in [14] to find the 2D center
location <µx , µy > of α which we consider as the attended object location,
α = So f tmax(l),

µx =

W
ax = ΣH
y=1 α, ay = Σx=1 α,
ΣH
ΣW
y=1 y ∗ exp(ay )
x=1 x ∗ exp(ax )
,
µ
=
.
y
W
ΣH
Σx=1 exp(ax )
y=1 exp(ay )

(2)

We then train the localizer network using an L1 loss,
lossstage2 = |Cx − µx | + |Cy − µy |.

(3)

It may seem that training the localizer L using lossstage2 should be sufficient for generalized
localization of attended objects. However, experimentally we found that training L using only
lossstage2 overfits the model to the objects in the training images. To avoid this overfitting,
we train L with lossstage2 only for very few epochs, so that this stage serves primarily as an
initialization or pre-training step for the localization network L.

3.3

Stage III: Training The Localizer Using A Disentangled Classifier

In the third stage, we further train the localizer network L by attaching a separate classifier
network on top of it (Figure 3 bottom right) to solve both the “what” and “where” problems
together. This new classifier network consists of a feature extractor E and a predictor P. Our
hypothesis is that the localizer now must solve a more general and semantically meaningful
problem, instead of just directly optimizing a loss for location prediction (such as lossstage2 ).
In this stage, the localizer network L is still responsible for finding the location of the attended
object, but receives supervision from the classifier network in terms of verification of the
attended object class in the predicted region. The classifier network recognizes the object
in the location predicted by the localizer network and uses the ground truth object label
for calculating the training loss. Since the L network is already initialized from stage II, it
generally predicts correct attended locations, allowing the classifier to learn a good appearance
model for the attended object classes. The classifier can then further improve the accuracy of
the pretrained localizer from stage II by propagating the error gradients from the classifier
network to the localizer network L in stage III.
In order to accomplish this goal, we first generate a 2D Gaussian map G = (µx , µy , σ )
centered at the softmax attention map α. The classifier receives the middle frame of the
input sequence masked by the predicted Gaussian map G from the localizer network. This
essentially allows the classifier network to focus on only the attended region.
Let I be the RGB input of the middle frame. We generate a masked version of I through
an elementwise multiplication with G, I 0 = G I. The masked image I 0 is then passed through
the feature extractor part E of the classifier network to generate a feature representation F.
Then we convert F to a vector embedding v using weighted sum-pooling by considering α as
the weight,
v = ∑ α j ∗ Fj ,
(4)
j
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where j is the pixel location. The embedding v is then passed through the predictor P of the
classifier network to identify the object in the attended location. We use a loss that jointly
optimizes the localizer and the classifier networks,
lossstage3 = −

4
4.1

1 N
∑ ∑ I[Y i = j] log P(v)ij .
N i=1
j∈p

(5)

Experiments
Dataset

We train our model using the Toy Room [1, 3] dataset. This dataset is particularly suitable
for evaluating our approach as it is an egocentric dataset with a ground truth class label
and bounding box location of the currently attended object in each frame. The dataset was
collected from toddlers playing with their parents in a room with 24 toys. The children wore
a head-mounted forward-facing camera, and a gaze tracker to measure attention. For training,
we used the dataset’s annotations indicating the label of the attended object in each frame;
again, we do not use localization data (e.g., gaze point location or attended object bounding
box) during training. For testing, the model was given only the input image frames with
no additional annotations, and we used the attended object bounding boxes to evaluate our
localization accuracy. For both training and evaluating our model, each instance is a sequence
of 16 RGB and corresponding optical flow frames where the 8th RGB frame is considered as
the current frame. Our training data includes only 19 object classes from the 24 toys, while the
remaining 5 object classes are used in the test data. Thus our model has to localize attended
objects which were not seen during training time. In total, we used 16,390 training instances
and 7,328 test instances in our experiments. During inference, we discard the classifier and
only use the localizer model for locating the unseen attended objects.
To test the generalizability of our model, we also tried training our model on the Toy Room
dataset but testing on a completely different dataset, GTEA Gaze+ [9, 16]. GTEA Gaze+
contains 24 fps videos of adults performing various cooking-related tasks while wearing
a head-mounted camera. This dataset contains gaze location ground truth for each frame,
which we use for our evaluation. Similar to the Toy Room dataset, each instance in this
dataset contains a sequence of 16 RGB and Optical Flow frames. We use this dataset only for
evaluation.

4.2

Implementation Details

For each of the training stages, we use Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) for training with
a momentum value of 0.9 and weight decay 10−7 . We use a mini-batch size of 32 in each
iteration. For stage I, we use the Wildcat [7] model as our WSL network. We train the model
for 20 epochs using lossstage1 with learning rate 0.0001. For stage II, we only train L for two
epochs with learning rate 0.01 to avoid overfitting on the training data. For stage III, we use a
ResNet101 [10] model pretrained on Imagenet as the feature extractor E, and a sequence of
two fully-connected layers as the predictor P for the classification model. We use learning
rates 0.01 and 0.001 for P and E, respectively, and trained the model for 30 epochs. We used
PWC-Net [22] for generating the optical flow inputs. Finally, for generating the Gaussian
map G, we use a fixed standard deviation of 0.4.
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Method

Train

Test

PicaNet [17]
54.32 64.51
DSS [12]
58.30 66.06
WILDCAT [7] (Stage I)
96.92 68.70
ResNet Localizer (Stage II)
81.92 70.03
Ours (Stage II)
82.75 77.66
ResNet Localizer (Stage III) 94.52 74.33
Ours (Stage III)
91.03 82.53
Table 1: Evaluation of generalized attended object localization accuracy on unseen test
attended objects in the ToyRoom dataset. We show the localization accuracy for both the train
and test data.

4.3

Baselines

We consider several baseline models to evaluate the effectiveness of our localization model.
As our generalized attended object localization problem has some similarities with the
class-agnostic salient object localization problem, we consider two deep saliency models,
PiCANet [17] and DSS [12], which are trained using ground truth saliency maps. We also
use Wildcat [7] trained on the Toy Room dataset as a baseline to show its performance on
unseen attended objects. For the saliency models and Wildcat, we consider the center of mass
of the predicted saliency map and the class activation map as the attended object location.
For a final baseline, we replace our localizer with a single ResNet101 [10] model (ResNet
Localizer) to show the effectiveness of using temporal data for attended object localization.

4.4

Point Localization

In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of our localizer L (Figure 3) for locating
attending objects irrespective of their class. We use a point localization measure similar
to that of [7]. In this setting, an estimated location (µx , µy ) is considered accurate if it is
within 15 pixels of the ground truth bounding box of the attended object. As shown in Table
1, the results suggest that our problem is significantly harder than predicting saliency as
both the saliency models perform much worse than the other approaches. This is probably
because the egocentric view often contains multiple salient objects, but only one of them
was actually attended. The saliency models seem to highlight all the salient regions instead
of only the attended object region, which is also evident from Figure 4. We observe that
Wildcat performs extremely well for localizing the attended objects seen in the training
dataset, but, unsurprisingly, it performs much worse for the unseen objects in the test data.
During inference time we use the class activation map of the predicted class from Wildcat
for localization, which gives ambiguous information for the unseen objects. The ResNet
localizer baseline performs significantly better than Wildcat, which shows that disentangling
the localizer and classifier improves the generalization capability of the localizer model.
Finally, our full model significantly outperforms all the baselines on the test dataset.
The accuracy on the training data is much higher for Wildcat, which implies that it learns
class-specific biases in the dataset. However, the high training object localization accuracy of
Wildcat also justifies our usage of <Cx , Cy > as pseudo ground truth for the attended object
location at stage II. Training a few epochs with lossstage2 and further training the model in
stage III subsequently helps to train our localizer network without those biases and improves
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Figure 4: Qualitative results on the Toy Room dataset. For the ResNet classifier and our
model, we visualize the predicted gaussian mask G.
Method

PiCANet [17]

DSS [12]

ResNet Localizer (Stage III)

Ours (Stage III)

AAE
13.31
12.73
10.83
10.62
Table 2: Evaluation of eye gaze prediction error on GTEA Gaze+ (lower is better). The
ResNet Localizer and our model are trained using weak supervision on the ToyRoom dataset.
The other two models are trained with ground truth saliency maps from different datasets.
the localizer’s generalization capability. Also, we see that the accuracy of the final stage III
model is significantly higher than that of stage II, which demonstrates that our training of
the localizer using the classification loss in stage III is important. Our model also performs
significantly better than the ResNet localizer baseline, indicating that temporal information
improves the attended object localization accuracy. We also tried to train our model without
using Wildcat as initialization (i.e., skipping stages I and II), and found the results varied
widely (from 52.18% to 81.23%) on the test dataset across different runs. This indicates that
a good initialization is required to properly train the disentangled localizer model.

4.5

Gaze Prediction

To measure the ability of our model to generalize across different settings, we took the
localizer model trained on the Toy Room dataset and applied it on the GTEA Gaze+ dataset,
and evaluated on eye gaze location prediction. This task is extremely challenging as the
settings of these two datasets are very different: Toy Room was collected from toddlers
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playing with toys with their parents, while GTEA Gaze+ was collected by adult subjects
wearing head-mounted cameras while performing cooking activities in the kitchen. We use
the widely-used Average Angular Error (AAE) [21] metric for measuring performance, which
indicates the distance between the estimated attention point (µx , µy ) and the ground truth gaze
point. As baselines, we consider the saliency models and the ResNet localizer for predicting
the eye gaze location. The results are shown in Table 2. The AAE of our model is 10.62
which is significantly lower than both the saliency models and the ResNet localizer network.
This suggests that our model learned a more general concept of attended regions compared to
the baseline models.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the novel problem of generalized localization of attended objects
from egocentric videos only using class label supervision during training. We show that a
specialized weakly supervised model, which uses the same feature representation for both
classification and localization of the attended object, can locate attended objects seen at
training time but fails to localize novel attended objects. We propose a generalized localizer
model and a multi-stage knowledge distillation strategy, and show that our approach can
effectively disentangle and propagate localization knowledge from the specialized model to
the generalized localizer model. We also show that our model can be applied to different
egocentric settings other than the training dataset, which indicates its effectiveness as a
generalized attended region localization model.
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